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ABSTRACT
A shbrt-term cohort' deqigp is utilized to examine

college students at three different time periods--shortly before the
Watergate Committee hearings began, after the hearings ended, and
after Nixon's resignatidn. The purpose of the study is to test the
stability of political attitudes under the)impact of critical
national events. Data;f,or this seven-year study were collected by a
gue'stionnaire given,on a randot sample basis to about 500 college
students. It,is hypothesized that primary principle attitudes will be
more stable than middle range attitudes w hich in turn will be more
stable than topical issue orientations'. Secondly, it is hypothesized
that the- cognitiveinaps (Showing cognitiveAissonance.and/or
cognitive balance theory) which explain these attitudes yill respond
to both maturation prOcessand events in the.political environments
The results of analysis of variance indicate that, despite
maturation, all of the attitudes measured display a very high degree
of stability. A Multiple Classification Analysis MCA) of the data
supports the secoRd hypothesis, even thohgh attitudes remain stable.
It is suggested"thpt a more complete understanding of attitude
formation, change, and their relation to political behavior will
depend on'the development and'use of more complex models than those
provided.by cognitive maps. (Author/ND)
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POLITICAL EVENTS AND ATTITUDINAL sunarr .1
WATERGATE AND COLLEGE STUDENTS A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS

. .

ABSTRACT

"

BY

Jeffrey' W. Rain and' Justin J. Greeti
Political Science' Department

Villanova University, Villanovas. Pa.

Li short term cohort design is utilized to examtne college students
at three different time periods; shortly before the Watergate Committeehearings began, after the hearings ended and after Nixonss resignation;
the purpose 'being to test the stability of political attitudes under
the impact of critical. national events::: It is hypothesized that primacy
principle attitudes will be more stable than "middle .range" which in turn,W3 rk be more stable -than-topical issue orientations.. Further, it is sug..gested that the cognitive maps which explain these attitudes will respond

. to both maturation processes and events in the political environment
The results of analysis of variance indicate that despite maturations int
portant politica events on the college campus and Watergate all the at..
titudes measured display a very high degree of stability. Part of this
stability is attributed to the generalitysof the attitudes tested. Al-
;though significant attitude change was not found, a pattern is discernedindicating the attitudes of the most partisan, the best in forried and
those. individuals with the highest media attention were most effected
by Watergate.

An MCA analysis of the data-supports the second-hipdthesis.
Though attitudes remain stable, underlying expli;natory cognitive maps
are changed in distinctive ways. A rather strong Watergate effect is
ted in the decreasing ability of the predictor variables to predict

.riaticni in the dependent attitudes.examined.
,

It.is suggested that a more complete understanding of attitude'fatmations change and their relation to political behavior will depend
on the development and use of more, comiaex models than those provided..
by cognitive dissonance and/or cognitive balance theory.

fl
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Underl3dig the explanation of political. beha or is a developmental lite* that

begins with the notion that early, on 'Children are mod to and learn political ori-

entations (Easton and Dennis (1967);- Hess. and Torne (1967);,dreeneltein' (3965).-

yen ewrere in the' age period 17-25 these attitudes crystalize into a political culture-

t -\''
. al' conaciouaness niftier (1975) quoting Lambert %1971 that remains relatively eta-

. -

ble throtighout the individual's life spartrbawson and. abdtt (1969); Easton and .;

\ ..

Dennis (1969)7. ,These rather stable orientations struc re the e.ctorlst-resporise to

political stimuli; i.4., issues,' carididatps and other pol,tically relevanit decision'
i... ...

situations that imPingeapon him fromhis environment. Givstet these relatively stable
, t, . t

orientations, inteia.ctionoiatkerns between individual, envir4nmen and specific atim

uli are _reasonably predictable (Smith, 1908 and 1975) and an explanatory pre(dictive-
,

scienco,of political behavior replete with models,. concepts and theories is possible.

In recent years this litany has been exposed to an empirical and inethodological
, a

critique. Converse (1964) suggests that orientations measured by survey research

.
'questions may be %On .attitudesn .and further that crystalization of orientations into

a

consistent ideological patterns rarely occursin mass public. 'Greenstein and Term(

(1971) support this-view and propose projective techniques-as an alternative to eur«

vey questions whitnrespondents are children. Cutler (1969); Klock (1971); Riley

(1973); Schaie (1965); Green ,and.Habn (1974) .and other have questioned' whether cross
,

O

sectional- data whch confounds age, time of measurement (environmental effects) and
I

generation can in orm us about attitudinal stability and/or the process by which ori.

entatiOns are etequi.ted. In many cases it has been shown that cross, sectional results

haVe concealed rather than revealed accurate trends ,and relationships. ;chafe (1965)'

and Otherspropose cohort and panel designs or a combination of theat'aith appro

priate statistical techniques as a possible methodological:solution to the problem

of unr'avelli the process:of attitudinal acquisition.

Using hese techniques Veillancourt U971) finds little test-retest stability in-

a study youngsters 9-15. Her results, however, do indicate increasing stability
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pith age, IQ and social statue. Searing, Wright & Rabinowitz (1974) CVesting 'and.

using cohort techni es on SRC data for ages 21 72/ examine the primacy principle
.1k t

(orientations are 1 arned early and remain 'stable) and find that the evidence 'support-

ing attitudinal stability is inixed... iey note that though attitudes are f;.irly stable

,the signiricance of their results "lies in revepling magnitudes. of change\far greater

than had been anticipated." (Searing, et. al., p. j4). in this same etudyi the authors-

.. .- 4.
1 o <,,

,,

find
_

Oat within cohorts socio-political environmeAtel- (Zeitgeist) etffects. are more im

portant\ than aging effects iri explaining attitudinal instability.

Two more. questions, adhere firmly to the above idsues. 'The first of these is,

.if attitudes are less stable than 'originally thought and that is the import; of many

of.the studies mentioned above how then do we account for the relative predictability

of some forn4 of political behavior such as voting and/or participatory behavior?

.Here Renshon (1974), Knutson (1973 and other 'scholars of the personality and politics

school suggest that early acquired and deeply seated perionality orientations are more

0

0

stable and thus tend to better ,account for behavior than more transient attitudes and

op inion e.

The': eeeond of these questions is, are all orientations equally as stable or

t-
susceptit114 to change? A model suggested by Weissberg (1974) responds to this question

4

by arguing that "Certain political orientations are learned very early in life and are
a

,

highly esistant to change while different political orientations may be susceptible
,

,,,,,,,,

to continued modification with recent learning being most important". (Weissberg, 7.
0 ,

.

19742 p. 25). He suggests that both the primacy model (early childhood learning though

modifiable constrains future learning and adult behavior) and the recency principle
-

(adult learning- has greater influence and political relevance) are valid and further

-that these sandwickean intermediate stage encompassing the latechildhood and early

° adolescent periods. He goes on to affirm the deveiopmental roots of his approach

arguing that broader more general attitudes such as basic political attachments, id- 1

eologieal identities evaluations and consensually held factual knowledge are acquired

r 00905
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during the primacy periid. The middle and recency periods are characterized by

growing specificity with orientations towards political participation and general pol.

, icy preferences learned in the former

candidates acquired during the latter`

!

and positions on. specific current issues and,

(Weissberg 1974, pp. 27.1.36).9

The above, of course, is only a partial and seldctive listing of the recent im-

portant and critiCal work. Nor is it suggested that responsible social scientists
. .

have 'claimed the 'last word for their positions. Those who have supported the import-

ance of early learang ha:Ile:allowed for later' changes and urged the study of adult po..'

litical soclilization'(0reenttein 1968, P. 553) and those whose work has didclosed both

stability and instability' have attributed the stable portions to tIhe effectiveness of

early socialization (Searing, et. al., 1973, p. 32).

It is in the hope of shedding additiorial light on these critical political learn-.

Ireg questiOns that this paper is written.

METHODOWTr

The present study had its origins in the attempt to answer questions 'about the

i mpact of college op Political socialization. The authors are currently engaged in a

7 y ear 1 itudinal study on how college effects political learning. it;thatime of

writing, 1e "3rd wave" of data has been collected at a relatively small (5,500 full

time undergraduhtes) 'liberal arts university near Philadeiphia.. Attitudinal, behav-
,

ioral and deniographio data has been collected annually-4 means ofila questionnaire ad-

ministered to a random sample pf WO-500 students. In addition, we'plah,in the future
,

to administer persOnality tests toga random sub-sample of students in an effort' to oil-.

tan informationtAound,control for this important, but until recently overlooked

variable,
2,

As can be seen from the outline of the project indicated in Figure 1, the

vropbsed method of investigation will allow the authors to compare longitudinal (co-

= hart) with cross-sectional analyses of change during college as-well as to reinterview

students several years after their graduation.
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Figure 1 A Model of The College as an Apent of Socialization Project

Approximate Year
. or Dirbh as

Represented by
Year of
Graduation

TimMe of Analais
0

(March.l973) T2 (soy. 73) T3 (nov. 74) T4(110* 75)

73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Senior.
Junior

Sophomore
Freshman

Graduate (1st yr)
Senior
Junior

Sophomore
Freshman
c.

Grad (2 yg)
Grad (1st yr)

,Senior

Junior
Sophomore
Freshman'

Freshman

Grad (3 yr)
Grad (2' yr.) .

Grad (1 yr)
Senior..
Junior

Sophomore .

I
In Figure 1, the rows represent the developmental paths of our cohort groups

",labeled Class of 73 through 79. There are as well. tour cross-sectional pictures of

change (these are numbered Ti through T4. Generational change andiozo'the- changing re-
.

cruitment patterns of freshmen, is also available. , This is represented both 13y ,the.dif-
4S

ference between rows and by the differences between freshmen at Tl, T2, T3 and Th.- 1:b

is hOped that the multi-dimensional approach outlined above will enable us to drag- firm.

er conclusions about the impact, of the college experience on political l'earning than.the.

unidimensional approach taken by most of the studies in existing college- socialization

literiturs?''

We are aware, however, that igithin this design the college' experience may not be

. the only effective environmental influence. Events from ,he larger political world may

be greatei importance in explainiig variations in political orientations.- At the.

same time we recognized :pat the process of maturation may ale° account fer',attitudinal

' change; We believe we cazi partially separate alit the relative' effect of those three-
. 4
factors by segacious use of a variety of ,statistical techniques. These-A/1 be di's-

cussed below

The above discussion makes clear that originally it was our intention to measure

only the socialization effect of college. The fortuitous' timing of our first three

samples suggested that we could pursue our original objectives and also investigate

da

longitudinally the effect of the developing Watergate crises,on "the stability, of col-
,/

lege students' political orientations.
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Not only were the times of measurement'vie -a vie Watergate fortuitous but if

LaMbert (1971) ,(quoted above) is correct sQ is the sample. If crystalization of pos.

. 4
liticalconsciouaness occurs during the age period 17-25 college students should be

particularly sensitive to massive governmental
.

crises." We have only ti, recall the
.

c
"

series or events which took place on AmeriCan college campuses during the Vietnam War

years (49b5 to 1972) to find intuitive su ort for this statement.

P;Since we will be examining the t ist (environmental effect) it is import-

ant to know what political events local. as well.as national were taking plac at the

times we-Vere sampling our population.. ,The latter statement points to the fact that .

in investigating the Zeitgeist effect we cannot confine ourselves only to happenings

in'the national arena. Inevitably these must be confounded by events taking place in

the individual's immediate social milieu. Unfortunately-at this time we have ,no the-

ories which suggest which of these arenas had the greater effect, therefore we cannot

assume that national events are more critical than local. Hopefully by employing col- G

lege predictor variables in our multivariate-analysis we can'begin te resolve this di-,

lemma.

Our first survey (T1) was taken in early. March of 197j. On the national scene

Nixon's popularity was highs He had won,the presidency by a large margin, the Xmas

bombings :of Hanoi were supported ty,a majority of the public,."peace viith honor'! had

come to letnam and though the protective Watergate doverup was beginning to show cracks

/'

at this point in time the public was relative*. unconcerned. On this colleges campus,

however, for the first time in.many years students were showing signs,of political-act-

ivity. A radical student party had organized itse4to contest the elections for stu-

dent government and its platforms suggested that it would confront the University Ad-

ministration-squarely and strongly on those issues (particularly the question of pa-

rietals) which concerned many of the calegels students.

The second 'survey: was taken in NoVember 1975. The Ervin ,Committee hearings had

,ended and though the "smoking gun".,was yet to be found suspicion about Watergate and
o
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the effects of the "Saturday Night Massacre" were topics that surfaced frequently in

people'S:Conversations. On this particUlar campus, however, all was optimism. The
- N\

:%

radical student party had Swept the field in April 073's election and was prebaring
a

. .

to con;ront the University with a:set.b; student deMands and the University's early'
4

reactions gave students cause for optimism.
s:

Tha'thirdeurvey. was' taken in November 1974. Nixon had resigned, been pardoned

by PreSident Ford and the nation's economic problems were coming to the fore as'the
I

critical issue of day. On our teat campus all was glom. In the Spring of 1974
i

students had occupied the administration*10ing. The AdminiStration had struck back,

expexled many of the student leaders and rejected outtivit student demands for change.
I

0

By and large most students had taken a more passive orientation tosiard:thiversitylio*

Utica.

HThe above account would suggest that. our respondents were being eiposed to na-

tional' and local events that were contradictory and thus theit mutual effect might be

, -
,

selZcancelling. This possibility. must be taken into account when we examihe our data.

xii the best of all worlds a fourth sample taken in April 1972 would have been most

helpful. An earlier start could have assured us that our initial measurement was un

contaminated by either early.rWatergate information, the-failure of the McGovern bam-

,

pain, pr the Xmas winnings of Nerember 1973. Lacking: this measUrement we cannot be

, totallyconfident that the data colected at Ti is free of Watergate contamination.
: . . .

A211:1360.
.

In order to test Weibsberes argument` (page 2) , we will present data ,on the.fol

lowing political orientations:

PrimacyModel Here we .,will: be examining a tfllee question version ok,

the SRO know,- sale. During the three periods Of-eaSurement the scale had in*ann
t

coefficients of reproducability and stability of .8b and .47 respectively. Efficieirs

it has been argued, is one of those attitudes which are learned early and arephigh4

resistant to change. Ho:tterls11.950 X. Personality Scale, used in measuring the ,

60009



dimension - internal/external control has questions which at Least on the surface seeM

be tapping a dim,ension similar to that tapped by the SRC efficacy scale. 'As far

as stability, Weisaberg' (1975) has shown that levels of efficacy are unresponsive to

either satisfactory or unsatisfactory environmental oi.itcome. In additiOn to, efficacy

we will be looking at Party I.D. Here we have used the SRC Seven- category -Strong Dem:-

oorat to Strong Republican scale. 1

Middle Stage Model. Here Fe will be examining two dimensions: Th e

first of these is a three question version of a liberal/cOnservative scale adopted and

used by Green (1973)- for an earlier stutr. This scale-is designed to measure the de-

gree to which people either, favor or 'oppose change. Thus it defines' .a conservative as

one whoperceives change as imnecessary, prefers things the way they are rather than

the way they might Jae and sees the past rather than the future; as the "best" time.
- , .

Second, we will be examining a Peer Identity scale created for this research which at-°,. . .
_ .

,
tempts to tap the degree to which ayoung person identifies with and takes his behav-.

ioral cues from his peers rather than'family, professors or other individual or groups

in his social ,milieu. We feel this may be particularly useful, in separating national

political events frbm local ones. Both the WC and. Peer ID scale were exposed to Gut.,
man procedures and neither dropped below minimal acceptable criteria for reproducibility

and scalability.

. Recency Model - To test, this model we will examine the respondent's
. . .

. .

presidential preference in 1972. Because this is an ongoing research and 'eaCh sud-. -
. ,

needing cohort is therefore less like/y to have been old enough to vote in 1972 we de-.

liberately did not ask, whO respondents had voted for. Thus' it is probable that in the, .

classes of 1'714n* and "75n we are tapping a conib.ination 4 behavior and/or attiWee where-

as in the classes of 1!760, "77n and "7810 Freshmen we are measuring a remembered opin-.

ion? vather than a behavior.

THE DATA

On the -basis of the earlier theoretical discussion we plan to test 'the following ,

hypotheses t

00010 s,



1. Irregardless'ok the degree of attitudinal stability /instability displayed

'in.this sample, primacy prdnciplerattitudes will be-more stable than middle range at-

titudes which in turn will be more stable than orientations classified under the ra-
w'

cencytprinciple.

2. We would expect that the attitudes of individuals'displaying the strongest
v

t
i

partisansnip are more likely to be stable while those more exposed to media and having
.

-more information are more likely to change.
, . .

\..
. . .

3. We would expect that if orientations towards a political object remain std..
.

.

,

. ,

bie despite a change in the valence of the informatip received about the political
..;

ebject,some-otherelement(s) of the- explanatory model wiil)be revised in order to re-,

store'the model's balance.

lee-wtuld-expect that irregarclless-of either the degree of attitudinal

bility/instability displayed by our cohorts or of the source of environmental pros-
.

sure to change, the underiying explanatory patterns of individiasl 'orientations will

vary.

,In order to test'the significance of Ultra-cohort attitudinal variation we are

using analysis of variance. * manipulating the data we can examine the significance

of changes across all'three times of analysis or betWeen any two consecutive periods,

Further, by examining sub-populAtions of each cohort, i.e., .strong partisan vs. weak,

Republicans vs. Democrats, these with high media expostire vs. those with low, etc.*
) .

-we may discover the patterning of attitudinal stability/instability. If, however, lo-

cal.and national Zeitgeiebleffects- are cance each other or the e-primapy principle

o.

is dominants analysis of variance which accounts for intra-cohort variation will. reveal

little significant change.

Multiple Classificati"Analysis OICA) (Andrews, Nergamand,Sonquist, 1967) a

multivariate Statistical technique whiCh unlike Regression Analysis, makes few assunps

tions'atiout the' orderliness or the linearity of,,data will be employed to examine the'

patterns of causation which account for attitudinal variation within each time frame

_00011.
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of each cohokt. We will be looking at two MdA statistics: 1) The Pete csiefficie is
c

which disclose. the intra-cohort changing-patterns of attitude causation and.i) R2 which

will-indicate the changing degree to which we can predict anyattitude:ai time TI T2,

or T
3 \

' Througholit the-examination of the data that follows`the reader should note.that

as we sdggested earlier, based on our cohort methods,4 we find that college classes are

undlike. Inter-cohort differences in mean scores on our attitudinal dimensions, in de. ,

. gree of stability/instability and on direction of change are the rule rather than the

exception. This is not to say that no patterns existbut rather to draw attention to

the factthat at least among this sample, patterns of self recruitment,- changihg Uni.

versity recruitment criteria, chance and generational variation combine to generate

Freshman classes that though they somewhat resemble each other are in no sense ,of the

word "identical". We shall examine data supporting these statements, below.

The Results of Analysis of.Variance.
.

Tables lA through lE tabulate the results of an analysis variance performed on

each of our attitudinal dimensions, Efficacy, Liberalismi/Conservatism, Party ID, Peer

ID and Candidate Preference in "72" -for each of oun.cohorts; the classes of "74"),"7,'

-

"76" and "77". In addition wo, have examined several-sub poPulations:' Variation in

Information Level rCognition (bog) 7, Attention to Radio and TV News aii Attentioi

(led.Att) 7, Partisanship ("strong Democrats,,Non-Partisan, Strong Republicans (Dem Part,

Non Part, Rap Part) 7, Party. Loyalty rbemocratic Independent and Republican (Dams,'

Inds Reps) And Candidate Preferred in "72",rmcGovern, Nixon (McG, Rik) 7' for each of

three year cohorts the classes of n75" and w76". We have provided the "F" ratio
ft

and significance level across all three time periOds and also the "Fro ratio where it

was significant at tohe .05 level across either T1 - To or T2 7 Ty,T2

A thorough look at all these fl.gures provides strong support for either of two

arguments. The'first ot these is that the primacy theorists are, indeed correct. Most

politically relevant orientations axe learned early in life and remain relatively eta-

ble thereafter. Over the three year span of our research despite earth shaking events

00012
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'in Vie national arena, the continued maturation of our college students* their ex-

posure -to a new socialenvironment, new peers,- new attitudes and new information dur-

ing a particularly exciting per4od of campus life, there are few significant *changes

in this group Is political orientations. Not even the recency principle holds Im in

-7'Itthis sample. Preference in "720 which according to recency theory is the likeliest

4
candidate for instability* is at- least as stable as efficacy which according to the

primacy principie should- be least likely to vary. Only one significant variation in
, - .4

Party Ti) occurred and perhaps rather unetpectedly and unexplainably Peer Ti) increased

significantly in the classes of ,":74." and 076". ..
.

-
ThS second of these arguments is one we have mentioned earlier; the rather strong

possibility that national and local events oto. contradictory nature are self cancel-
\--/91'

lung and what remains are the attitudbial sets our respondent had before all these
:

experiences occurred.

Given these overall tendencies towards stability toarhape.:*,,dioser look at the var-

iations wi,L1 give us a better sense of what might be occurring. 'Although only 3 of the

changes on Table 1A. (Efficacy) are significant (Class of ..tritot, Ned Cog Ti to T3 and

class of "75" Nixon and. McGov-erri Supporters, Tir to T2) the patterns of change are 'worth

noting. In both, cohorts, "75" and '17412, those with high levels of Intormation, media

attention, strong Democratic partisanship and Democrats, Independents and kt Govern sup-

porters (excluaing McGovern supporters in "76") have lower levels of efficacy at time

T2 followed by an increase at time T3. Those with middle levels of information, low me

dia attention, non partisan, Republican partisanship and Nixon supporters show'a stead-.

ily rising level of efficacy. Only those respondents with low levels of inronnation

show a steady- decrease in efficacy.

Although these patterns are less clear and stable in the case of Liberalism/

Conservatism, Party & Peer ID they nevertheless persist to some degree. In general

stronger partisans with higher information and greater media attention display the
,

broken line tending either down or up at T2' and returning to near T1 levels at T3.

N.



Among the non partisans, Republican Partisans. or those with lower media attention or

less information, the' rection' of change. is either continously up or down or follows

an up-doim pattern that is the reverse of the former group.

The fact that the figures on which these patterns are based are non significant'

makes theorizing about this data quite difficult. In order to try and make sense of

f

these we tried several techniques including multi-dimensional cross tabulations and

regression analysis on each of our cohorts. No clear consistent explanatory pattern

emerged. In some cases information played the dominant explanatory role, .n others it

was partisanship or media attention. Clearly partisanshiplinformation and media at-
,

.

tenpion are operant factors but at this point in our research we are unable to ordlt:4.

thee.
it

I

Although our analysis of variance technique which measures the significance of ,

intra-cohort change has indiCated high stability it is possible that our Nhitiple

Classification Analysis (MCA) which diScloses,the explanatory patterns of the variance

at each time Tl through T3) Scr eaOhcohort,may provide us with more information and

understanding. Tables'2 (A through 4) through 5 (A through D) trace the changing ex-

planatory patterns for each attitudinal :dimension for Cohorts "75", "76" and orr" In,. ft

.addition we examine generational difference (or in ourcase more likely the shitting

patterns of admission criteria) bycOrnparingthe explanatory patterns foe-each of three

successive Freshman,classes ("76",r7u and 11780). At the top of each table is the

cohort label followed by the dependent variable being examined. Next we indicate the

time of examination Ti through T3 tote college class at that time, (Freshman; Sophomorel.

Junior or Seniar) and the mean score for that class along the dimension being examined.

Along the left hand column are the List of Predictor variables. The reader should

note tkatfor Frpshman we have used a Shorter list of predictors. Our rationale here

is that FreshMen newly arrived on Campushave,not been-exposed to our collegiate var-

tables long enough to be affected by them. One other variation needs to be commented P

upon. We have included Parental Social Trust at times T2 and T3 and excluded it from

time Ti.. The reason for this exclusion is that the scale/was changed after the first
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survey and consequently-wwwould, not. be measuring the'same dimension that exists -1.

at T2 and T3. This variables which meets ail Guttman criteria,. measures the degree

to which parents indicate to their ohildienwhether the developing childls social en-
,

vironment is something to be feared or trusted.

The coefficients,in each colUmn are Beta's. These are ideally designed for Qu

purpose.4 Beta does not indicate the association between a predictor and the depend-

entlariable but- rattler the Beta list indicates the ranking of each predictor in terms

of its ability. to predict the dependent variable after adjusting for the effects of

all other predictors. Beta, however, does not give the % of variance explained. At 0%

the bottom of each column is "R2".. This figure is the proportion of total yar;.

lance in the dependent variable explained by all the predictors aken together and

corrected for the degrees of 'freedom. ,Br comparing coluMns (we have numbered and put
. ,

. in parenthisis next to the Bata score the' first four predictors in order of their in..

.

portance) we an examine the changing Patternsof Causation and relative ability of

these patterns to predict variation in the' dependent variable. It is air thesis,

which we will discussMora fal3h- below that unmeasured environmental effects can .be

thought of as missing prdictors and thug is a given predictor list loses its pre- *.

. dictiveabilitrit is due' to something occurring, in the social environment. In our
_ ,

.

. =case since we are in part accounting for the college effect (predictors 10713) we.

belieVe Watergate is that-environmental event.
J

The last table in this series; Table 6, indicates the:"1/2". relationships for each

of our dimensions fr each of oar cohorts at each time ITJ.'"~T2 - T3) they were meas-ured.'ured.

An examination or the MCA tables makes it clear that although the patterns which
o

explain the dependent variable are not identical for any twocohorth or any depend.

ent variables there are certain similarities. The most important of these is that

thereArestartling alterations fib the exiaanatory patterns of the. predictor variables

for atl.cohortsfor all orientations from times T1 to T2 and from T2-to,T3 and it is
.i

. t _
these Alterations we will discues belOw.

.



Before proceeding to this examination we mould note that Predictors 14 hoe
been discussed elsewhere or' their titles are self explanatory. It is necessary, how-
ever, to .explain what the collegiate predictors 10-13 were designed to measure. Py

division we meanis the student enrolled in the college of Liberal Arts, regineering,
o

Commerce smog Finance or Nursing. These. divisions seem to of sot students! lives when
they are Sop mores end become more meaningful in their Junior and Senior years. We

asked° studen whether they lived; on campus, off campus - either alone or with o ther.
students - or Ciiome with parents or relatives. Our thinkingwas that on the one
band students \rho so on living at home have parentally acquired attitudes, continual-

.
ly reinforced deapite their exposure to ail that gOes on in the college environment
02 the other hand given the fact that the college we are. examining continues to act

. 1 .1 .
in'noco-parentien the. kind of student who chooses to live off camPus -would be quite,'.. ,

. . 1

different from tktose who ..tive-in'dormitories. We ,asked students about their 1?Ii.111.14;10
\

ness to 'Lake p in a public demonstration On this campus if it concerned an issue
important to students. At tneir Institution Chic behavior involves the risk of et-

pulsion thus we feel we are measuring some degree of cemmitment"to anomie forms of
,

-political activity. Finally we asked the student to subjectively mu* the faculty on
a Liberal/Conservative scale. Our reasoning here was that students' views mignt be

likcel to their perceptions of the faculties' ioint of view.'

EFFTCACT
0

An examination of the classes of "75n, and fl7f:1 (Tables 2A and 2B) at Tl (Pre»
rga,te ) reveais that althoughthe expienatoily patterns for. each cOhoi.t_ are some

..
whatdifferent they seem revolve around the same variables SES, Cognition,

ictberalism/Conservatiem and Party ID. In the case of the class of "75 ", because we

are examining Sophomores, college variables begin to enter the, etplanatory picture.
Here division is the college predictor. A pattern similar to that of 11761." Freshmen

, continues to hold for Fri/Amen at T2 (Claes of lin" » Table ?C) except that using
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., the sone lis?t q predictors our ability to predict efficacy has decreased sharply.
. . .

As disculsed earlier we attribute this decreasing predictive ability to a missing
0

Predictor, the Watergate effIcts that is operant at 111.0.11

when we examine time. T2 for the class of "75" and "7b" (Tables 2A and 2B) we
4

.
notice important changes- in the pattorning of preclictors particulaily for 75.00 Juniors.

The SOphomores of "7b" change less than the Juniors iaf "75" but they, :like the

mon of "77", also show the effects of Watergate; our ability to predict their, effica9y

is Zero. Only for "75y thuilors'can we increasingly predict efficacy. This was not

,a

uncap' cted. The Juniors of "75" wore this Universityts,activist class. They pro

4.ded tile lead' Eirship and the mass support for the radAal student ,party mentioned

above. They led the drive for parietals and it was.they who, became most

byy:by the time they became Seniors at'-tal.me T3. We would, therefore, expect the

efficac of this class, despite Water ate to becote more predictable at T2.
O

This is *.at occurs and as might have been anticipated the most important variable in

redict efficac is the Willi mass of "75's" juniors to ar ici ate in a student

0

demonstr tion.,

4
At T

3
tho' effect of Watergate has less6nod and as,a result "our ability to pre.

diet efficaCy increases amongst "761s" Juniors and tin tst.f bophomorcia although once

again thtPexplanatory patterns continue to change as students mature andother
1

sb-

ciaL forces'influence their lives. As expected our 117510 Seniors as a result of. their

failures to achieve their activist goals become less predictable.
rc

. It would appbar that the class most shattered by Watergate is "78's" Freshmen.

Even though 'Watergate has ended we are 'unable^to predict either 'their efficacy or

as we shall see below their Liberalism/Conservatism.

LIBERALIEN/CONSEUVATISM

This dimension behaves much like efficacy. The pattern, of causation among Fresh-
.

men "7oll (Table 3B-) uninfluenced by Watergate is familiar to political sCientiststo

L/C: variation is a function of Party ID, SES and Father's Party ID. The PrezWatergate

''Sophomores of 075"1 (Table 3A), shot the effebtof the college influences that made,
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them in activist cLasS. The two strongest predictors of -11751s" Sophomores are faculty

11/C in this case a high correlation between student liberals and perception of the

facu ty as liberal) and, Salce again, their willingness to participate in anomic pont-.

icall behavior. The Freshmen at "T2" (Table 30) (the Class of "779 are effected by

Wat rgame in two ways. In the first of these)mediaattention has become an important

. pre ctor and in the second tie can no longer predict any of the variation in levels of

*eraliam/Conservatism. The latter effect h4ds for Juniors and is almost as true for

th Sophomores &t T2. Once again we suggest that the missing predictor, Watergate, ea-
.

co ts.foi our failure to predict WC. ThisP bggestion ie supported when we examine
1,v

Seniors, Juniors and Sophomores at T
3
'(Tableelk 3B and In all Area cases

Watergate' s conclusion allows us to better predict, albeit to a varying degree the

Liberal-censervati7 dimension. The lone exe tionto this pattern iS, as mentioned
.

earlier "781s" Freshmen (Table 30.

PARTY ID

Of all therattitudinal dimensions in the political science literature,. Party ID

. -=k

is generaLly considered not only the most stable but elk the mast predictable* It is

learned early, the numbers of4young people expressing an identity increases with/age

and its relationship to social background factors - Father4s Party ID, SES, etc'. and

other attitudes is thought to be well understood.' Our MCA analysis provides support

for these views. An examination of each of our Freshman classes (Table 4D) indicates'
v

'a relatively stable pattern of predictors at all three times demeasurement. Family

Factors, Father's Party ID, SES and the addition of Parental Social Trust in the case
t -

Of "781s" Freshmen are most important in explaining the Party ID of newly entered

Freshmen. This pattern holds despite the fact"-that the party loyalties of each group

vary significantly. Moreover, in each of. our cohortsk Party ID is stable and'increas-
,

ly predictable. There is no obvious Watergate effect here. Though the Lower levels

of predictability at Tz are probably attributable to normal development patterns, it is

possible that the large Nixon majority in "72" might be the missing predictor in

51
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explaining these lower levels. Since at this time we have not included preference in
rr2s On our, predictor list cannot be sure that this is the calms

Though our analysis provides support for traditional, explanations of Parby'ID.

and its stability, the. Cognitive map that expliins Party ID does shift. Our data sug

gests tht.though Father's; Party ID remains an important source of explanation, other
etements in the. map change considerably. In the cohorts "75" and 477k college factors

are important. In "76", however, it is a combination of Peer Croup loyal:ties and

lege factors which take precedence overc'other Predictors.

pREFERENGE IN nus
4,

Perhaps the way we worded our question accounts for the fact that there is little

-change in our respondent's candidate preferences in "?2 ". We asked our sample to.
6.

dicate their preferences and they maintained their positions despite disparaging

.formatiOn about .i\sixon which might have, encouraged them to dissimulate. If we had asked
o

"Who do you think was the beat candidate insr/2" we Suspect our results woad have dip.

played greater'Volitility. Our researChi however, was not designed to measure a epee
ific environmental effect and the preference question seemed better, able to catch long
term opinionchtinge. ,,,

. .9 .. .
Nevertheless our MCA analysis discloses a-OtiOng Watergate' influence. One that, r 4'

holds for all cohorts aneall. attitudinal dimensions and &rotate ,tnFough both,12 and

T
3. Our preditAbr list becomes less.efficient in predicting preference in 072" fir each,

i' ,,.
#, successive time period. As in the case of our other dimensions not only are

.

we unable

to predict 'iii, well but the underlyink patterni of explanation vary considerably and at
,,,

this point in our research rather inexpliOably.

THE PAPICTABIL±TY TABLE .
A

6

. Table, 6, Which combines the MC& TIN -la" for each cohort fOr each attitudinal di
mansion, summarizes tie argument ,for a Watergate effect.which we have made above. The

Efficacy and Liberal/ nserrative dimensions decrease at T2 and return to near previous

levels at T3. Candid Preference In n7211, however, continuously decreases is pre.

dietabiii.ty., Party ID deviates Bran ihis. pattern and is increasingly predictable,
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from Z, to T3. Even-.the generation effect as measured by consecutive 194elmlan class'
,

see {Freshman 1116", Freshman "77", Freshman "78 ") demonstrates CWatergate influence
0 ,.. , . . ..
paralleling that of our cohorts.

J

CONEWSIONS.

It is tempting, when consider* Vast amounts' of new data to rethink the whole

field of politicalbehaVior. When the results deal with attitudinal formation, stab

ility and the relationship of these to political choiees the temptation is magnified.

It is our intention to strongly resist thia temptation. Thus our conclusions, despite

ail this data, are quite modest.

Originally we bypothisized that regardless of the degree of stability/inability,

orientations would show less stability as we moved from the primacy principle through

the middle range to the recency principle; from broad orientations to th;) specific.

,Perhaps because none of the orientations.we,measured were specific enough all of the,

attitudes we tested,were stable regardless whether we thought them to be general or

° specific.

We hypothesized that the 'attitudes of thobe most' partisan would be least likely

, to change in response to Watergate. This °seems to have been the case only for Rep

Oilcan partisans. We alio thought that information "and"media contact would effect

stability.' Our results, though not significant, suggest that this is 'true but we are

unable to establish an expLanatory pattern that would *late these factors to attitud..

final Change*

We suggested that balance theor might explain attitudinal change in the triadic
. .

relationehip between individual, orientation-and object. Our MCA analysis, however,

would euggeat that balance theory as presently gonst:Ltuted is not elaborate enough to

cope with the complex events that take place within the minds of our respondents.

Developmental theories that would expand., Pi:votes work would seen more appropriate.

Perhaps the best way to view this phenomena is to think-of the inter relationships of

attitudes, background teeters, information, etc. as a cognitiVO map providing complex
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sets of alternative exaanatory paths for any orientation this,caes any attitude

under examination). Although the orientation remains relatively tItable_the effecti

4
maturation,*the nearby isooial;environmen't (college peegroVps, etc.) and critical events

taking place in the national political. arenas cause a shift in the paths that lead to .

__each orientation. Thus at anygiven'time an individuallt map represents theloutcomee

of his specific adeialization process...The paths on the map, however, undergo a con".

tinLus ;sorting, changing and rersorting in the light of new experience and the impact

of external environmental. events.
6

Specifically, in our cohorts, attitudes have remained relatively stable. Over

the three yeaiAexakipation.period neither deeply buried attitudinal'or personality

factors, Middle range Orientations nor recently acquired issue positions, to the degree

we were able to measure them,have.changed ficentl.y. Te cognitive pithwave, i.e.,

predictor nate that lead to these ,posi one hays, however, undergone frequent and

' meaningful retrisions. Though we belie 41 that these pattern' changes can eventually be

categorized and modelled at, outside of a few rather casual observations,
-

made any attempt to do so'here.

Conventional wisdom and some research Ontman, Prothro and Sharp (1974); Lupfer

and Kenny (1974); Garrett (1974); McClain (1974) 7 have suggested that Watergatehiti

had a major effect on the political attitudes arming people41r our results suppOrt

neither the conventional, wisdom or other research results. Notthawe have-n0 found,

a Watergate effect. We have and it is a strong one. In this sample, however, Water-
4

gate is not significantly'lchanging peoplest.Orientations. Rather it has become 7a part

i:Of the cognitive map which explains those orientations. As we have noted, Watergate

acts like a missing predictor variable in our MCA analysis, and its effect is to aharp-

17 decrease the ability of the cognitive maps as represented by our predictor lists to

predict the attitudes of our sample. These lists as indicated by satisfactory nR2

were quite adequate before the sequence of events-knoemas Watergate took place.

Paradoxically we have at the sauce 'tit toe much information and toe\little. We

believe that our long interview fork designed to procure a great deal of general rather
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o, '

r-' than specific information tends to reduce the "non attituden.(Responsee stimulated by

questions *here nob aprevious attitUde:had existed) effect. 'At thi-same time the lack

of specificity of the questioneallowsus to measure, attitudes without fording. the :

spondenti into a reality testing situation in which only the strongest believers could

avoid changing their responsea.7 The long term- nature of our projects h6Wevers,makeer,

Yit 4dificult to devise,topical'questions which will retain their validity over a'per*Od

of } to.? years.

The numbers of variables we are measuringniake,the testingof ba/ance modelitxt,

'attitude Ehange difficult if .not impossible. - The problem as indicated by our NCA

nalysie is that respondents elusively change %hair patterns of'attithde organization.'
,

rather' than simply chinging:an orientation, to rebalance a triadic relationship.We

feel this more emplix view is, more closely attuned UAW; reality of attitudinal",
. .

bcOvioral.formation and change.
,

F
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MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION BY COHORT
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MULTIPLE CIASSIVICATIOh BY COHOST

-Dependent Variable: mar Lb.

Table -ft " t
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Cohort

1R21 % of Variation
Variable at

4.7.

TABLE # 6

for each Dependent-EfOlained by Each Predictor List
each Time bf Measurement for each Cohort

EFFICACT

T3. T2.
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1761
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.39
.13 ,
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"77" 600 *05

AI
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.-
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.22 .33
.14

CANDIDATE PREFERENCES IN "72*

1179 .56 .09 .00
1761I .26 .041 .09
!In II 4/11 .19 .00
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1. Renshon (1973) makes a persuasive empirical case for this point of view.
For further support nee allsolkhaan, Prothro and Shan) -(1974).

. 92. Among. eome of the recent work dealing explicitly with the relationsnip Of
personality variables to the study or political. learning and behavior is Renshon,
(1974); Knutson, (1972) and Schwartz' (1973).

3.. Searing, et. al., (1974. i. FootnOte .s4, p. 41) have noted that "cohort
analysis is prone to underestimate actual. attitude change. Since it.does.not treat
the same individuals across time it is blind to changes hidden by cancelling outeffects". This fact might explain the discrepancy between our results and those of
Haman Prothro and Sharp (1974) who employ a panel technique.s-

,, . .. , ,

4. Harm & Greens..(1974). For a discussion of thili see Hahn & Green (1974)
I ..

°,5., The>pestions and scoring for this sale are asa follower
-..1

. When I was young, my parents: very often regularly, ,rarely
warned me to belga* of strangers
taught me that home was the safest

place to be 0
n urged me to play only with my ,,brothers

4 or sisters or kids who lived next door 0
told me never to accept rides from people

I didn't know. ° 0 1

.0
.

2

1 2
, .

6. This view would explain Weissberg's (1973) findings (footnoted earlier)
that despite, efficacy induced action with negative ,outcomes,efficacy remains
The data also supports Piagetis (1970) .theories that the itadividualV. cognitive adapt-.
ation to the environment is a-continuous and emulative process. The cognitive map at
any given -dine accounts for how an individual, organizes experience. Given Slat organ=
ization an indiviaual, can ,entinge the cognitive Irrput to fit the map, or adjust the map
to accord with the input. .This data would also support here/man (1971) who suggests
that no :single existing dives.opmentar-siodel can account fOr political socialization.

7. For an example of the results of mixing specific and"generil questions see
Batman, Prothro and Sharp (1974, ,p. 40) and note that general questions such as is 2
(on _the whole public _official. can .rarely be trusted, they are al.most always willing to.
lie to protect themseiveit) 4s 7s Za °8 and 9 show little variationwhereas specific
questions 'such as 1 (while minor officials are often guilty or dishonesty in the govern
ment it is safe to say that high officials such' as. cabinet officers an'd. the president
himself are about as trustworthy as people ean'be); 3 and o are the kinds of question(s),
that particularly. in the face of Watergate information ,would Malta it difficult for the.
respondent not to change his point of vied. Questions j and' o are close )tappingopinions rather than attitudes and thus are less likely to measure deeprocialized
orientations 'mon as social trust. They are also the questions which cause the dimen,ion,, social trust, .to be unstable.

4
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